
This «tête de cuvée» from Château Lestruelle, a Médoc cru bourgeois, is the 
culmination of work done in the vineyard as though it were a small garden: 
flawless lining up of the vine rows, turning the soil, and encouraging the 
spread of helpful insects such as ladybirds and bees. This small vineyard plot, 
like a world unto itself, is nevertheless well-grounded in its environment. 
We pay the greatest of care and attention to our vines.  

The «Jardin» cuvée from Lestruelle is the highest expression of what we 
can do. It is also produced according to biodynamic and sustainable 
development principles. The cuvée is made from three miniature plots, 
tended every day like a veritable garden, with skill and loving care. We 
have taken the very best from each one to produce a unique wine. One 
plot is on a limestone rise, another has clay-limestone soil and the third 
has a sandy-gravel terroir.  We use wine from all three to make a delicious 
blend with a strong personality. The Merlot from sand and clay soil features 
roundness, «sweetness», smooth tannin and generous red fruit aromas. 
The Merlot from limestone soil contributes minerality, elegant tannin, 
length and spicy aromas with forest fruit nuances. The third plot, with 
clay-limestone soil, provides structure and complexity. Made 90% from 
Merlot, this wine is very smooth, round and fruity. It also has good ageing 
potential. Selected French oak barrels confer toasty, vanilla nuances, but 
that never overshadow the wine’s fruit.

We also made sure to pinpoint the perfect time to pick to make the most 
of the superb fruit. Wine from each plot was fermented separately in small 
vats. The wine was left on the skins for a very long time (over 30 days) and 
malolactic fermentation took place later than usual. We interfered as little 
as possible with nature, but carefully followed each step of winemaking in 
conjunction with Stéphane Derenoncourt and his team. Greater than the 
sum of its parts, the blend is very complex and polished. This «tête de cuvée» 
is the top wine from Château Lestruelle. 
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Maison Blanche and Château Lestruelle

Harvest dates: 13-27 October
Château bottling: January 2013
Production: 5,000 bottles


